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NOTE ON THE USE OF 
GERMAN TERMS

Translating many of the expressions of my mostly German 
colleagues and informants into English was surprisingly difficult. 
On the one hand, consultants used a lot of fairly specific terms that 
slightly change meaning when rendered into English. I have decided 
to translate most of these, so as not to interrupt the flow of the 
writing too often. However, on the few occasions when these terms 
seemed particularly semantically rich or insightful, I have added the 
German original as a footnote. 

On the other hand, German consultants used Anglicisms (both 
English terms and German-English neologisms such as ‘versliden’) 
with astonishing frequency. I have put them in italics in the body of 
the text, and sometimes added them as footnotes. While Anglicisms 
are readily used in Germany, the public awareness of the distinction 
between German and foreign expressions remains strikingly high 
(Hilgendorf 2007: 143), which made their ubiquity in consultancy 
speech and thought all the more remarkable. Anthropologists 
and linguists have long pointed out how linguistic ideologies and 
practices are involved in establishing and reproducing notions of 
modernity, globalization and internationalization (Bauman and 
Briggs 2003; Clyne 1995: 201). I hope that leaving the Anglicisms 
in the text fosters the argument that consultants try to personify 
market values associated with modernity and internationality. 

Moreover, I take the frequency of Anglicisms to have two 
additional effects. First, these terms created considerable semantic 
opacity for German listeners. This has often been deplored and 
joked about by the media and by my colleagues, as few of the latter 
were sure what was really meant by having ‘strong people skills’ 
or by ‘going the extra mile’. One of my colleagues even went so far 
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as to publish a blog post on a subsection of the company intranet, 
arguing that we should stop using them altogether as he considered 
them inherently vacuous, confusing and unnecessary. I contend 
that the frequent use of Anglicisms in an environment that is often 
described as one of knowledge production points to the high degree 
in which consultants valued the social effects of language, rather 
than just its representational accuracy.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that English management 
expressions often replaced existing, clear and useful German terms 
that continued to bear negative connotations by being associated 
with the Third Reich. In a country that is still very much attempting 
to come to terms with its own past (von Bieberstein 2016), the 
frequent use of business lingo regarding leadership, team work or 
management skills allows German consultants to make reference to 
notions of order, discipline and hierarchy, without using the heavily 
– and now often humorously – charged fascist terminology of being 
a Gruppenführer or Gruppenleiter (cf. Clyne 1996: 200–1; Parkes 
1997: 167).

All three of these aspects of language use – their reference to 
modernity and global connectedness, their opacity and their 
allusion to notions of order, discipline and hierarchy – will be 
relevant to the argument presented in this book, which holds that 
German management consultants primarily work to alter the social 
relationships of corporate life.



Introduction

The year 2011 marked a peak in Europe’s greatest economic 
and fiscal crisis in recent history. Greece’s potential exit from the 
continent’s currency union seemed to threaten the future of the 
Euro, and government representatives struggled to make policy 
reforms on the fly. At the same time, people around Europe 
protested for greater socio-economic equality (e.g. The Washington 
Post 2011). As a result of the global financial meltdown three years 
earlier, several European governments had become so indebted 
that they were now unable to borrow money on bond markets. 
Without the option of devaluing their currencies, they were forced 
to request loans from the European Union and the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), who in turn required them to implement 
so-called ‘austerity measures’, meant to allay the concerns of 
financial analysts and corporate investors (Lane 2012). The 
resulting mixture of reduced government spending, dried-up banks, 
stagnant economic growth and severe worker disenfranchisement 
led European unemployment levels to new record highs. In Spain, 
about a fifth of the entire labour force was without a job that year, 
while in Ireland and Greece, relative unemployment had doubled 
since 2008.1 People fortunate enough to keep their jobs often faced 
great losses in real income and increasingly precarious working 
conditions. Pensioners and the unemployed, particularly around 
the Mediterranean, were similarly forced to shoulder much of the 
burden of failed national and regional economic policies of the past 
decades.

While social hardship was on the rise throughout Europe, I 
joined an economic elite that remained largely unaffected by these 
developments. I had dropped out of my PhD programme in social 
anthropology and – with a five-digit student debt weighing on my 
shoulders – decided to join Strategy Partners,2 a firm that provided 
consulting services and operated in Berlin. During my time as a 
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consultant, from September 2011 until June 2013, and during 
several months of interviewing consultants and clients afterwards, 
I gained an insight into a life that existed very much in parallel 
to that of most Europeans. My colleagues and I moved mostly in 
luxurious environments, took taxis and planes like other people 
take the bus, and most of us received salaries of around three 
times the German national average (Destatis 2015). In the light of 
the politico-economic circumstances under which our work took 
place, this book thus asks how economic privilege was created and 
sustained, even when the societies in which consultants operated 
were confronted with growing economic misery (Carrier and Kalb 
2015; Shore and Nugent 2002: 9).

This book holds that one of the drivers of increasing socio-
economic inequality is rooted in the nature of the work regime in 
question. Surprisingly, this work regime combined a strong belief in 
its own importance with a considerable degree of cluelessness on 
the side of consultants as to what it actually consisted of. Let me 
briefly outline what I am referring to here: Only a few months after 
going through the job interview with Strategy Partners, I found 
myself together with other men and women in their late twenties 
from all around the globe in a consulting training camp. During one 
of our initial training sessions, in which we were taught the basic 
functionalities of Microsoft Excel, Rahul, a charismatic middle-
aged consultant turned software coach, welcomed us with a curious 
joke. He told our group of initiates with relish that he knew how 
we felt at this moment. Most of us, he said, did not have a clue 
what consulting actually was. As well-educated but largely ignorant 
college graduates, we probably feared that we had been employed 
by mistake and that sooner or later we would get ‘found out’. His 
remarks were met with considerable laughter, as well as blushing 
and occasional nodding. He continued in his self-assertive manner, 
now reassuring us that we were in fact not ‘staffing mistakes’ and 
that teaching us how to use spreadsheet software would equip us 
with the basic tools that we needed to ‘hit the ground running’.

While Rahul did teach us some very helpful Excel tricks and 
formulas that day, our uncertainty as to what management 
consultants did exactly persisted for my colleagues and me. It was 
linked to the fact that we did not produce much in terms of tangible 
output, as we mostly just created Excel analyses and Microsoft 
PowerPoint slides. As Rahul put it: ‘All that remains after a client 
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has paid millions of dollars for a [consulting] project is a deck [of 
printed PowerPoint slides], about this big.’ He held up his hand, 
indicating a space of just a few centimetres between thumb and 
index finger. ‘This is the only thing left when you will have moved on 
to the next company.’ His observation held true over the following 
months of my active consulting life. As consultants we usually 
worked on short-term projects in temporary offices that our clients 
had reserved for us within their company buildings. At the end of 
each such project, we packed up our laptops, shipped off the rest of 
our equipment (mostly printers, scanners, modems, shredders and 
some stationery) and made sure that nothing was left at the client 
site. The only material remainders of our work were thick single 
booklets, handed to company board members and sometimes to 
other senior staff involved in project activity. Printed in colour and 
neatly bound, they contained the innumerable PowerPoint slides 
that we had presented to clients in weekly or biweekly meetings 
and workshops.

Equally bewildering was the fact that even these printed decks, 
as they were called, did not constitute our actual work output. I 
was told that once a project was over, clients might not look at 
past decks anymore. Instead, they would often just remember a few 
key recommendations, slides or numbers, on the basis of which the 
success of our project would be judged. The material remainder 
of our work thus mattered little, and references to the elusiveness 
of our activity often led to humorous exchanges among colleagues 
about how nobody could explain with certainty what exactly we 
did, or sold, or how much it was really worth. Rahul’s joke that no 
one truly knew what consulting was resonated with my colleagues 
and me for a long time.

Three aspects rendered the elusive nature of our work all the more 
surprising. First, management consultants prided themselves on 
quickly understanding and summarizing issues of great complexity, 
especially when they pertained to capitalist production. Thus, during 
our first training camp we sat through a series of lectures, role plays 
and case studies to learn how to define the productive essence of 
other people’s work routines. Once this had been established, we 
could ‘cut out’ non-productive activity, also known as ‘waste’.3 Yet, 
while the definition and redefinition of other people’s work turned 
out to be our bread and butter, investigating the nature of our own 
jobs was nowhere near as easy. My colleagues constantly insisted 
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on, and were frequently astounded by, the radical diversity of 
consulting projects. Only in this profession, they argued, could one 
project be about devising a new marketing strategy for a chewing 
gum producer in Germany, while the next might be about reducing 
production costs in a South African gold mine.

The tenuous nature or our work was equally startling in the 
light of the extraordinary salaries and bonuses that consultants 
received. These ranged from around EUR 60k per year for the 
most junior consultants in their early twenties to over EUR 
1mio for some of the profit-sharing senior consultants known as 
partners (The Financial Times 2013). This meant that management 
consultants earned roughly between twice and over forty times as 
much as the average German, whose annual gross salary lay at 
around EUR 30,960 in 2013 (Destatis 2015). One would expect 
people who earn this much money to have a very clear idea of how 
they make it.

Finally, the obscurity of management consulting stood in stark 
contrast to the importance that my colleagues and I gave to it. We 
mostly worked for over 14 hours a day, struggling with spreadsheet 
formulas until late at night or frantically aligning text boxes on 
PowerPoint slides until the morning hours. Our work was also 
marked by a constant urgency, often visceral in nature, that became 
evident whenever we rushed to check-in to our flights at the last 
possible moment, or when colleagues of mine jumped in panic at 
realizing that they were late for a conference call, or needed to finish 
a slide within the next few minutes. Consultants also systematically 
prided themselves on how important their past projects had been, 
insisting that most if not all of their assignments had had incredible 
impact for their clients. Thus, almost every project was celebrated 
post hoc as somehow transformational or otherwise extraordinary.

These and many other paradoxes of this work regime sparked 
my ethnographic interest in it. It took over half a year for the 
idea of writing an ethnography about my work to solidify. I had 
originally planned to write a PhD in anthropology about resource 
extraction in the Bolivian highlands, and the thought of studying 
German businessmen instead took some getting used to. However, 
after the first year of working as a consultant I asked my employer 
and my university to write an ethnography about this work regime 
and after getting clearance from both sides I began taking notes 
on it for another six months. During this time, I mentioned my 
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research to my colleagues and bosses whenever possible. Once I had 
stopped working at the office, I spent an additional three months in 
Berlin, interviewing over 80 management consultants from different 
companies, so as not to write a mere first-person account of my job 
experience but instead an ethnographically grounded analysis of an 
industry. I returned to my provisional home in Berlin for another 
three months, during the summers of 2014 and 2015, acting at 
one point as a not-for-profit consultant for a small café in Berlin, 
Neukölln and catching up with former colleagues, friends and 
interviewees from the consulting business. I also attended recruiting 
workshops for aspiring consultants in Munich and Cambridge and 
complemented my own data with publicly available online material 
of major management consultancies as well as secondary literature.

The result of this research can be summarized as follows. This 
book contends that the work regime of management consultants 
is best described as ‘abstract labour’. In my field site, this was true 
in four senses of the term. On an epistemic level, consultants were 
knowledge workers who bought and sold abstractions, that is, 
representations that constantly referred to entities and activities 
that lay far beyond the concrete, observable environment. Similar 
to nations and nation states, large corporations were ‘imagined 
communities’ (Anderson 1991) in which tens of thousands of 
employees, at times even millions, were put in relation with one 
another. Consultants managed to conceive of these corporate 
entities and of their own employer as limited, purposeful and 
fertile in nature. Limited, not only because corporations were never 
co-terminus with mankind (ibid.: 7) but also because they were 
institutions through which labour was organized, an activity that 
by definition did not encompass the entirety of human striving. 
Purposeful, because the discourses through which corporate activity 
was justified tended to focus on pragmatic efficacy, rather than, 
for example, sovereignty (ibid.), shared substance (Carsten 1995) 
or mutuality of being (Sahlins 2011a,b). Fertile, because corporate 
activity was tightly bound up with the miracle of production and of 
creating money from nothing (James 2015; von Braun 2012). The 
abstractions that consultants provided, fostered and co-created this 
guiding vision of corporate relations, enabling both managerial rule 
and shareholder value.4

Secondly, their work was abstract in the sense that it was 
premised on and conducive to creating relations with vast amounts 
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of people that were marked by an emotional and affective 
disengagement from them (cf. Herzfeld 1993). The analyses, plans 
and presentations of consultants were meant to alter the labour of 
corporate employees, yet consultants were not supposed to become 
intimately connected to them in any way. Instead, their emotional 
and affective engagement was supposed to lie with work as such, 
with wider industries (e.g. they were supposed to have a passion 
for working in the automotive sector or the chemicals industry) 
and with particular managers who were not part of their analyses 
but who commissioned their work. Rather than being wholly 
disembedded, consultants were thus meant to rigorously channel 
their emotional and affective ties to the substratum of management 
that was most directly involved in paying their salaries.

Thereby, consultants themselves constituted a technology for 
the establishment of detached relations (Candea et al. 2015) by 
the managers who hired them. They provided management with 
descriptions of staff that enabled high-level decision-making 
without too much personal engagement with the employees in 
question. Physical reclusion was an important way in which 
detached relations were achieved, as management consultants did 
not usually spend the majority of their time with low-level corporate 
employees. In fact, it was often possible to successfully complete a 
consulting project without spending hardly any time with low-level 
employees at all.

Thirdly, consulting tended to be abstract in that it was often 
several steps removed from those parts of corporate activity that 
were considered directly responsible for economic value creation. 
Consultants neither made nor sold the goods and services around 
which the work of client companies was supposed to be organized. 
Of course economic value creation is always highly contested, and 
understandings of it are as much observations about the essence 
of economic life as they are political claims as to who should reap 
its fruits (Harvie 2005; Graeber 2001). However, the consultants, 
clients and corporate employees that I met in my field site tended to 
agree that consultants were only indirectly involved in productive 
activity and that corporate production and reproduction were in 
theory conceivable without their presence. For example, one of my 
very senior colleagues held the conviction that the frequent use of 
our services indicated that a client’s own strategic or managerial 
capabilities were simply not up to the job.
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Finally, consulting was abstract in that it ultimately remained 
opaque, both for client companies in general and for the people 
directly involved in a project (Christensen, Wang and Van Bever 
2013). This kind of work was by no means ‘immaterial’, even if 
it did not drive at immediate material output (Hardt 1998; Hardt 
and Negri 2000; Lazzarato 1996). It was carried out on a series 
of concrete referents, usually by working on computers in team 
rooms and hotels or by presenting analyses in boardroom meetings, 
and it had profound impacts on the bodies of the people involved 
in it. However, the delayed and diffuse nature of its product (viz. 
improved corporate performance), as well as the use of frequently 
opaque technologies and concepts meant that it created a myriad of 
moments of ambiguity, opacity and uncertainty.

Abstract labour thereby crosscuts Arendt’s (1998) distinction 
between ‘action’ and ‘work’. In her terms, consulting could be 
considered action, since it fell within the realm of speech and 
sociality. Neither driven by necessity nor mere utility, much of it 
was simply an act of reconfiguring social relations. In its busyness, 
its performative elements and its strong preoccupation for client 
concerns, consulting was an expression of people’s desire to please 
and to interact with one another. At the same time, however, 
consultants subsumed these aspects to those of ‘work’ in Arendt’s 
sense. Their abstractions were at least in part meant to provide 
managers with short to medium-term stability and their frequent 
reference to pragmatism made abstract labour ultimately the work 
of homo faber, to whom all that is done must at least in theory 
immediately be useful (ibid.: 22).

Before I go on to outline how the argument presented here fits 
wider anthropological scholarship, I would like to briefly explain 
my use of the terms ‘work’ and ‘labour’. Essentially, the German 
word ‘Arbeit’ can be translated into either, which is why I have here 
used them largely interchangeably. While ‘the work of abstraction’ 
would have made for an equally apposite title of this book, I have 
decided to use the phrase ‘abstract labour’ because it comes with 
two useful connotations. On the one hand, previous translations 
of Marx’s foundational writings on ‘Arbeit’ under capitalism have 
established the term ‘labour’ in English. The term thereby highlights 
its ties to the production of socio-economic inequality (Marx 2005). 
On the other hand, the English term labour refers to fertility, which 
I hold a lot of corporate activity to be preoccupied with in one 
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form or another (Pande 2014; von Braun 2012). All that said, the 
distinction of the two terms over the following pages is not hard 
and fast.

Abstract labour, bureaucracy 
and corporate forms

Anthropologists confronted with abstract labour regimes have a 
wide variety of relevant bodies of literature to draw from. While I 
will not review these in great depth in this introduction, I would like 
to emphasize that anthropology, as both an explicitly comparative 
and historically informed discipline, puts us into a unique position 
to use the study of non-capitalist work regimes, so as to elucidate 
the contemporary condition of corporate life (e.g. Gudeman and 
Rivera 1990; Gudeman 2016). The writings by Spittler (2016), 
for example, helpfully compare the work of peasants in Niger and 
Hungary to Tuareg pastoralism and work at McDonald’s. This 
allows him to define work as a goal-oriented activity marked by 
some degree of routine and longevity that constantly exceeds its 
own functionalist nature (ibid.: 22). Harris (2007), in her study of 
Andean peasants, has made similar observations. While the work 
practices of the Laymi, whom she had studied since the 1970s, 
were usually geared towards a practical outcome, their work was 
also always a site of meaning-making that involved the ritual 
construction of personhood as well as of wider community. The 
fact that work is goal oriented does of course not mean that it 
necessarily aims at a maximization of production (Sahlins 1972). 
This peculiarity of capitalism is instead an outcome of culturally 
and historically specific developments grounded in metaphysical 
beliefs (Weber 1920) as much as sociotechnological change (Marx 
2005). Neither is the desired goal of work ever unitary or clearly 
defined in corporate work settings. As the following chapters 
of this book will show, professional consultants are one of the 
institutional mechanisms which ensure that the consequentialist 
nature of work – be it bureaucratic efficiency, managerial standing, 
profit maximization or the increase of shareholder value – triumphs 
over its tendency to unfold into a multiplicity of sociocultural 
interactions. Moreover, consultants are meant to discipline and 
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focus the myriad of goals that people work towards according the 
objectives of the managers who hire them.

The explicitly comparative study of work also permits a 
heuristically useful division of forms of workplace domination. 
Thus, Spittler (2016: 126ff) divides workplace rule into that of the 
lord (‘Herr’), the master (‘Meister’) and the manager. While ‘lords’ 
do not directly take part in work processes but define their nature 
and reap their benefits, masters do interfere to a much higher degree 
and dispose of the necessary skills to teach newcomers on how to 
conduct their work properly. Managers are hybrids of the two in 
that their decisions tend to exert a great deal of influence over 
the work processes of subordinates, even if they themselves often 
lack the knowledge and skills necessary to carry out the labour 
themselves. This classification is of course not set in stone, and many 
hybrids exist that complicate it in praxis, yet, it usefully points to 
a managerial legitimation deficit, in which consultants intervene as 
agents of management support (see Chapter 3).

In addition to studying labour regimes in different times and 
sociocultural settings, anthropologists have been avid analysts of 
public and private corporate entities of all sorts. They have recently 
subsumed this field as the study of ‘corporate forms’, a term that 
emphasizes the similarities of private and public sector institutions 
(Welker, Partridge and Hardin 2011) and that foregrounds the 
complexity, heterogeneity and often-confused nature of white-
collar work (Jordan and Caulkins 2013; Lupton and Wilson 1959; 
Wright 1994). While this term may not put enough emphasis on 
the profit motive and shareholder value as the guiding concepts in 
private sector activity, it does allow us to undermine the distinction 
between ‘private sector efficiency’ and ‘public bureaucracy’ that has 
long obscured scholarly investigation and legitimized private sector 
sway (Graeber 2015).

Within the study of corporate forms, ethnographies frequently 
draw on Weber (2002), who emphasized the role of bureaucracy 
in the exercise of state domination, describing it as rationalistic, in 
the sense of being rule-bound, impersonal and focused on means–
ends relationships (zweckrational) (ibid.: 677). Building on this 
description, anthropologists have pointed out that relations of 
power often define apparently rational work regimes (Shore and 
Wright 1999). Thus, bureaucratic standardization has been shown 
to lay the conceptual groundwork for authoritarian rule over and 
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above practical knowledge (Scott 1998), while discourses of state 
and development institutions can frequently perpetuate rather than 
overcome the difference between reformers and those in need of 
reform (Escobar 1991, 1995; also Englund 2006: 145–96; Graeber 
2012). Corporate activity is thus both ideological and political, not 
least because it can seem to ‘depoliticise’ itself, while at the same 
time consolidating and expanding bureaucratic sway (Ferguson 
1994; Foster 2014). Resulting power relations can be incredibly 
pervasive, re-encoding the sexuality of female employees to turn 
them into docile bodies (Ong 1987), heightening racial stigma 
(Benson 2008) and altering the bodily rhythms of those involved in 
them (Wolf-Meyer 2011). In service sector jobs, workforce discipline 
has shown to be structured around the notion of being ‘flexible’ 
and self-motivated (Massey, Quintas and Wield 1992; Sennett 
2006) and changes in temporality that shifts from the rhythms of 
production to those of contractually set project deadlines, which 
all too often result in longer working hours (ibid.; Amrute 2014). 
Large parts of this book can be considered to stand in this tradition. 
For example, in spite of German consultants’ frequent assertions of 
being mere problem solvers in the service of corporate efficiency, 
Chapters 2 and 3 of this book show that they actively work on the 
reconfiguration of intra-corporate power relations, so as to favour 
the dominance of management.

However, just like labour cannot be reduced to power relations, 
nor can corporate activity. Instead, a close look at work in 
different parts of what is now frequently called the ‘service sector’ 
shows that it is also marked by ritualistic efforts (Harper 2000; 
cf. Herzfeld 1993), moments of improvisation and imagination 
(Quattrone 2015: 24; Shore 2000: 26–9), and a considerable 
amount of culturally inflected drama and spectacle (Tsing 2005: 
55–77). Recently, anthropologists inspired by Latour and Woolgar’s 
(1986) study of scientific activity have paid particular attention to 
the vast array of material carriers that enter into and co-structure 
corporate life (cf. Riles 2006: 13; also Latour 1993). They have 
shown that the sociotechnical arrangements of trading offices have 
a decisive influence on the knowledge that is created in them (Knorr 
Cetina and Bruegger 2002a, 2002b; Zaloom 2006a, 2006b). The 
architectural make-up of trading floors and offices can uphold 
corporate hierarchies (Zaloom 2006b; Ho 2006; Silver 2010), 
while frequently slow and tedious documentary practices may 
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alter corporate temporalities (Mathur 2014), thereby exceeding 
their defined purposes in various ways (Gupta 2014; Hull 2012; 
Jacob 2007). The dense format of documents often means they can 
be seen to ‘expand’ into a panoply of potential meanings, guiding 
political activity and fostering bureaucratic claims of expertise 
(Riles 2001, 2010, 2011; Reed in Riles 2006). This book attempts 
to build on these insights, by pointing at the great relevance of ritual 
activity and information technology through which consulting is 
enabled. It argues that the abstract nature of consulting heightens 
the ritualistic and performative aspects of labour and that its strong 
reliance on technology frequently blurs the line between referent 
and representation (cf. Keane 1997).

The work that management consultants carry out is linked to 
the increase of social inequality in a variety of ways. First, as Chong 
(2012) drawing on Mol (1999) has argued for IT consultants in 
China, they are engaged in a project of ‘ontological politics’, 
which consists of ‘transforming the productive economy into 
financial assets’ (ibid.: 40). Consultants turn out to act as agents of 
financialization, a trend which is itself closely tied to the increase of 
social inequality, both in the spheres of high finance and increasingly 
in people’s personal lives (James 2015; Weiss 2015). While Chong 
has provided us with a first detailed analysis of consultancy work 
that focuses mostly on its effects, this book deals more closely with 
the concepts, emotions and social practices that this particular form 
of labour elicits.

Investigating the day-to-day work practices of consultants allows 
us to see two further ways in which consulting and social inequality 
may be linked. First, consultants enable and foster intra-corporate 
hierarchies through which vast differences in pay are made possible. 
As Chapter 3 will show, consultants work on social relations so as 
to enable and legitimate the dominant position of top managers 
who hire them. Secondly, since consultants are removed from many 
of the epistemic, social and value-creating referents that they speak 
about, and create little in terms of immediate material output, a 
panoply of legitimation techniques opens up to justify their work’s 
importance. Opportunities for the ‘ritual construction of political 
reality’ (Kertzer 1988: 77) are thus amplified, the more abstract 
work regimes become, and aesthetics (Riles 1998, 2001, 2010), 
habitus (Ho 2009a, 2009b) and communicative techniques (Holmes 
2009, 2014) become increasingly relevant.
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A side effect of the increasingly hierarchical and abstract nature 
of this form of labour is that it generates a constant pressure on 
management consultants to prove that they are worth the money 
that is spent on them, rendering accusations that their work is 
ultimately worthless more and more popular (Graeber 2013).

Non-places as field sites

Apart from the sociocultural insights outlined so far, this 
ethnography also raises a couple of issues regarding research 
methods, in particular the delineation of field-site boundaries. 
Defining a somehow geographically bounded field for this study was 
not easy, mostly because consultants travelled a lot. While I did rent 
an apartment in Berlin during my research, it actually stood empty 
most of the time, as I spent almost all of the weeks of my working 
life in other cities, living in hotels in Dresden, Dublin, Düsseldorf, 
Essen, Frankfurt, Munich, New York, Paris and Rome, as well as 
towns in Austria and Poland. I only returned to my own apartment 
in the German capital for the fairly regular ‘office Fridays’, often 
spending my weekends with colleagues and friends. On several 
other occasions, however, I visited my partner in London or my 
family in Munich and worked from the consultancy offices in these 
cities on a Friday. Thereby I spent several weeks at a time outside 
of Berlin, sometimes with colleagues from other cities, whom I had 
met during special work events.

Tying this patchwork of locations up into a single ‘field’ was self-
defeating due to the striking diversity of municipal histories, local 
self-understandings and territorialized forms of cultural expression. 
The cities and towns my colleagues and I lived and worked in differed 
vastly, both because they were located in different continental, 
national and linguistic areas and because Germany itself is a strongly 
federal country in which municipal and regional identities as well 
as normatively charged East–West divisions continue to dominate 
people’s self-perceptions (Borneman 1992, 2000: 305; Boyer 2000; 
Herf 1997; Parkes 1997: 180–83). Thus, they did not have any 
shared cultural characteristics that distinguished them over and 
above many other conceivable groups of European municipalities. 
The most that can be said about them is that the middle and upper 
management bodies of several client companies were located there. 
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The larger cities of the list above thereby roughly corresponded to 
the command centres of the global economies that are marked by a 
locational concentration of producer services (Sassen 2001, 2011; 
Smith in Fisher and Downey 2006). Consulting work in smaller 
and often more ‘remote’ towns reflected the parallel dispersion of 
production, away from major urban centres.

Moreover, my colleagues and interviewees did not systematically 
try to understand the local idiosyncrasies of the cities they worked 
in. Either they did not familiarize themselves with them beyond the 
level of weekend tourism or they did not even have time for a stroll 
around town. For example, I spent four days working in Rome, 
without ever getting to explore the city for more than 30 minutes 
at a time. Confined to airports, taxis, hotel rooms and offices I 
was so occupied with work that upon my return to Berlin I felt 
as if I had never really been there. Most of my colleagues shared 
this feeling of being physically present yet socially and culturally 
removed from the places they worked in. They lamented not being 
able to ‘see’, ‘spend time in’ or know anyone in the places they 
worked, bewildered by the fact that geographical space and social 
relations did not map onto one another (cf. Cook, Laidlaw and 
Mair 2009). Consulting was thus carried out in the ‘non-places’ 
of super-modernity. Here human relations were predominantly 
contractual, personal identity mattered most in terms of the socio-
institutional position that it conferred at borders, on airplanes and 
in offices, and the local histories and cultural particularities of place 
predominantly stood in the service of spectacle (Augé 1995: 77–8). 
The latter was evident every time consultants posted and re-posted 
on Facebook and in emails which faraway city or countries they 
were currently working in.

It was hard to establish links to the social and cultural worlds 
of these spaces, as most of our colleagues were not from the 
municipality, region or country in which we worked either. Our 
graphics support staff, that is, the people who would either draw 
up or embellish the PowerPoint slides we created, were located 
in South Asia, Eastern Europe and other parts of Germany, while 
fellow consultants, researchers and industry experts with whom we 
worked via phone and email sat in India, China, Italy, Japan, Spain, 
the United States and the United Kingdom. This is how Serdar, the 
taxi driver with whom I consistently travelled in Berlin, became the 
person I had the most sustained face-to-face interaction with during 
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my consulting days. For more than a year we met whenever I was in 
Berlin, as he drove me early on a Monday morning either to Tegel 
airport or to one of Berlin’s train stations and picked me up late on 
Thursday evenings to drive me home.

If this field could not easily be circumscribed on a two-dimensional 
map, it did nevertheless have a series of substantive attributes. The 
three most important of these were institutional affiliation, a shared 
aesthetics of people and space, and the monetization of social 
interaction. Unsurprisingly, institutional affiliation to our employer 
turned out to be the most significant of these. Upon beginning 
our jobs my colleagues and I would receive new computers and 
telephones that included business-wide address directories. With 
this kind of equipment, any corporate employee could find and 
contact any of their colleagues via email, chat or telephone within 
just a couple of seconds. Institutional affiliation also meant access 
to the company-wide intranet, where each consultant could scan 
their colleagues’ ‘profiles’, complete with a picture, a personal CV, 
a history of past projects and a self-written description of topics of 
economically relevant ‘expertise’. Such institutional technology was 
explicitly designed to render geographical distance irrelevant, while 
fostering group cohesion. Moreover, my colleagues and I had access 
to company offices around the globe, and we could use any of the 
company’s landline telephones by means of a personal code, so as 
to be available via our landline numbers irrespective of where we 
were. With just a few mouse-clicks we were even able to connect our 
company printers, as long as we specified which continent, country, 
city, building, floor and room we were currently working from.

Beyond the affordances and constraints of technological 
connection, institutional affiliation was also a social structure that 
defined with whom, how and why we would interact. Roughly 
speaking, our division of labour as consultants worked through 
clear-cut social hierarchies. Partners tried to meet regularly with the 
upper management of major German corporations so as to ‘sell a 
project’ to them. They presented their project ideas either in private 
conversations or in formally organized pitches, in which they 
competed directly with other consulting companies. Once a project 
had been sold, the partner in charge assembled a team to work 
on it. As an unwritten rule, partners started by contacting their 
former teammates, with whom they had made positive experiences 
in the past, asking them if they were presently available and keen to 
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collaborate. If they needed to expand their team further, they would 
also get in touch with human resources (HR) staff, who provided 
them with names of currently ‘unassigned’ consultants. The latter 
were then either placed on a project, or – depending on their 
seniority and the general policy of the management consultancy in 
question – asked whether they agreed to work on it.

Consultants whose project work had been confirmed would 
soon after hear from the designated team leaders, who ran the 
project’s daily business either together with or in the name of 
the partners in charge. Team leaders would let them know what 
exactly the project was about, where and when to meet, and how to 
prepare for the work ahead. They would also provide consultants 
with project-specific ‘budget codes’, enabling them to book flights 
and hotels through the company’s travel office or to get their taxi 
and restaurant bills reimbursed. Abusing the budget code was 
sanctioned, since the partner in charge would sign off all code-
specific expenses at regular intervals.

Lastly, institutional affiliation also defined how consultants 
interacted with the staff of client companies. On the client side, 
the corporate managers in charge of a commissioned project 
would announce our arrival to their subordinates, asking them 
to cooperate with us. They had their secretaries provide us with a 
team room, keys and access badges for the duration of the project. 
Subsequently they would meet with us on a regular basis in so-
called Steering Committee Meetings or steercos, during which we 
would brief them on project progress.

All of these instances of establishing and transforming 
consultant–client relations relied on an almost militaristic 
awareness of corporate hierarchy. Within the consultancy firm, 
hierarchy determined one’s function in a project-specific division 
of labour. Roughly speaking, junior consultants would do most 
of the data gathering and spreadsheet analyses, team leaders were 
held accountable for their accuracy and relevance, partners were in 
charge of the overall narrative of the project and would liaise with 
the most important clients. Consultant–client relationships equally 
began through a series of contracts and top-down orders, since top 
management would need to permit our access to their companies. 
Hierarchy was not an explicitly expressed value of management 
consultants, who frequently emphasized the egalitarian spirit in 
which junior company members were encouraged to challenge 
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the opinions of partners or take charge of their own sets of tasks, 
known as workflows. While these ideals were important in that 
they guided consultants’ explicit understandings of their work, they 
could not gloss over the fact that institutional hierarchy was one of 
the enabling structures of this field site, where corporate hierarchies 
were a constant preoccupation.

In creating and reaffirming institutional membership, the roles 
of technology and hierarchy frequently intersected. For example, 
members of the graphics, IT or research departments did not have 
the same expensive smartphones or company cars as consultants. 
Thus they lacked important symbolic markers of belonging to the 
consultancy company’s ‘core’ as well as the same kind of immediate 
and around-the-clock access to all other company members. Team 
leaders had different kinds of laptops that allowed them to use 
an electronic pen on the screen, with which to edit and comment 
on PowerPoint documents of lower-level colleagues. Once edits 
had been noted and emailed back, consultants would need to 
incorporate them into their slide shows. Finally, team leaders and 
partners had often accumulated so many air miles that they would 
not remain in the business lounge at the airport but disappear into 
even more exclusive Senator or First Class lounges, to which access 
was granted only if the automated doors or the lounge receptionists 
confirmed one’s eligibility.

A second defining aspect of this ‘field’ was a shared aesthetic. 
As described above, management consultants mostly travelled in a 
closed-off international corridor, consisting of airports, taxis, hotel 
rooms, restaurants and office spaces. This corridor was incredibly 
homogeneous, even across municipal, national and regional 
boundaries. One of its most immediately notable features lay in its 
imposing, yet abstract, minimalism. While some of the hotels that my 
colleagues and I lived in celebrated baroque opulence, most of them 
stressed glass, steel and concrete as well an ostentatious plainness 
in their architectural make-up. The entrances of spacious hotel 
lobbies, expansive client headquarters and all glass-and-concrete 
consulting offices were often decorated with abstract sculptures, 
while their generally commanding architectural modernism echoed 
the impersonal feel of airports. These spaces were meant to invoke 
both luxury and the functionalist virtues of neutrality, efficiency 
and precision (Sassen 2011: 480–6). They dealt in abstraction and 
replicability to such an extent that my colleagues and I regularly 
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joked about how we could not find our hotel rooms because we 
misremembered which room, city or country we were currently 
staying in.

The aesthetic spanned from the material environment that 
surrounded us to the clothing we wore. During most days of the 
week, colleagues were dressed almost exclusively in dark suits with 
white or light blue shirts complete with unassuming ties. Due to its 
rigid specifications, this corporate dress code had strong inclusionary 
and exclusionary implications (Crewe 2007). Anyone with a 
similar style of dress, specifically managers of client companies, 
was considered a potential member of the inner circle that fashion 
established. Anybody dressed very differently, such as blue-collar 
workers, low-level service employees or people wearing shorts and 
flip flops at the airport, was probably not. Moreover, corporate 
fashion served as a marker of submission to an unspecified entity 
that surpassed us and in whose name we were supposed to conduct 
ourselves (Bourgois 2003: 141–61). The rigidity of such aesthetic 
specifications verged on the absurd, such as when I sat down on 
one evening flight home and noticed that the other five men in my 
row of seats were about my age, had similar haircuts and seemed 
to be wearing a business shirt of the same light blue colour as I 
was. In this instance the interplay between the corporate bodies we 
served and our physical bodies was very close indeed (cf. Douglas 
2003). Some of my colleagues considered it liberating not to have 
to worry about fashion, not least because it simplified packing for 
future trips. Since almost all suits could be matched with all shirts 
and ties, the uniformity of our corporate attire did not just invoke 
functionalism, but it instantiated it.

Of course, fashion’s function as a marker of individual 
personality and status never fully disappeared. To the trained eye, 
beautiful ties, tailor-made suits, snazzy bags and branded trolleys 
gradually took on increasing significance in defining their owners. 
The longer my colleagues and I worked in the business, the easier it 
became for us to read whether a particular suit, belt or collar was 
luxurious or common, daring or ordinary. At their core, however, 
the aesthetic specifications of clothing stressed restraint, order and 
the effacement of the individual, a fact that became all the more 
obvious on weekend nights out in Berlin, where techno fans, punks, 
hipsters, emos and drag queens displayed how variegate and playful 
fashion and the use of the body could be. Here is how Susanne, a 
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consultant from Munich, describes how the corporate aesthetic of 
hierarchical difference and endless repetition led her to question her 
own existence as a consultant:

Once I was working with a colleague at a company near 
Düsseldorf. We used to take the [Thursday night] flight back … 
to Munich, which is the main consultants’ flight. It is totally 
absurd [in that I] once sat in business class in row 22 because the 
whole plane was booked as business class. So this nice colleague 
and I were queuing at the pretty cramped security check-in … . 
It felt quite bizarre for us to be surrounded by people with 
[expensive] Rimowa5 trolleys, nice leather bags and suits. For 
me this was a key moment. Upon taking a look around myself, 
I was thinking that somehow, when I take a step back, I do not 
really want to be a part of all this. Somehow I do find these 
consultants strange.

Thirdly, apart from institutional affiliation and an abstract 
aesthetics, the ‘field’ was defined by the pervasive use of money. 
The creation and maintenance of the corridor of mobility and 
abstraction in which my colleagues and I moved required vast 
amounts of very real, very cheap and mostly locally ‘fixed’ service 
sector employees. Taxi drivers had to commute between airports 
and offices, cleaning staff kept hotel rooms and office spaces 
inhabitable, catering employees fed us, builders, electricians, 
plumbers and IT staff maintained the built environment, and a vast 
number of suppliers and service sector employees coordinated and 
scheduled all of these activities. Every member of this vast series of 
interactions related to us either directly or indirectly through the 
use of money. Prostitutes sipping on drinks in the lobbies of luxury 
hotels in Düsseldorf, Paris and Rome may have been initially less 
essential in this system, but their systematic resurgence points to 
the fact that commerce was potentially boundless, and that even 
love, companionship, intimacy and sexual desire would become 
monetized in the long run (Hart and Hann 2009: 2).

The monetization of life continued into the consultants’ free 
time. Several of my colleagues bought clothes at airports while 
waiting for their flights and used the hotel gyms in order to stay 
fit. Our employer had a contract with a laundry service that would 
pick up our dirty clothing in the office on a Friday and return 
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clean shirts and suits for the following week. Our in-house postal 
service would take care of sending mail to friends and family and 
store whatever goods we had bought online during the week. On 
weekends, consultants would increasingly eat out, hail taxis and 
engage in numerous expensive forms of entertainment. Some would 
take this logic to the extreme and buy expensive bottles of alcohol 
in clubs, while others kept it more conservative, aiming to invest 
in property or save for their children. Yet, especially in the context 
of Berlin, a city in which around a fifth of the population lives 
below the poverty line (DPG 2015: 3), it is safe to say that all of my 
colleagues and I spent much more money than the average resident.

As much as money was an alternative medium of communication 
in these instances (Hart 2000), it was just as important as a shield 
from violent interference (Cohen 2001; Graeber 2012). It is by 
now fairly well established that airports, for example, serve as 
machines for producing strongly ‘normalised’ behaviour in which 
deviance is highlighted and invites intervention (Maguire 2014: 
125). Offices, luxury hotels, taxis and restaurants were also among 
the most effectively policed spaces that could be found in an urban 
environment. Guarded by the equally kind and threatening smiles 
of receptionists, flight attendants and corporate security staff, 
my supposedly ‘global’ field site was effectively shielded off from 
the wider population, making it often more self-centred and self-
referential than many of the localities it claimed to transcend. My 
colleagues and I got used to having our symbols of non-interference 
ready at all times, whether they were passports, travel tickets, 
office badges, Wi-Fi passwords, cash or credit cards. Effectively 
conjuring these symbolic door openers, so as to overcome constant 
stops to our movement was not just necessary – it became a marker 
of professionalism and charisma when carried out with an air of 
negligent nonchalance. Money was so important for entering and 
moving through this ‘corridor’ that consulting companies advanced 
some of their recent recruits, such as myself, a few thousand 
Euros for the first weeks of work, enabling them to pay taxis and 
hotels until they received their first salaries and travel expense 
reimbursements.

The delineation of this field site speaks to ongoing discussions 
about the nature of ‘the field’ in anthropology more widely. Inspired 
by the increasing public awareness of modern-day globalization in 
the 1990s, anthropologists have productively questioned whether 
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or not translocal phenomena could successfully be studied through 
local research (Marcus 1995). Rather than following initial calls 
for multi-sited research for the study of multi-sited phenomena, 
however, some anthropologists have made the case to retain and 
critically engage with geographically bounded field sites, both as a 
reminder of the unavoidable partiality of ethnographic knowledge 
and as a tool for challenging established conceptual totalities of all 
sorts (Candea 2007). Thus, instead of operating with ideal types 
in mind and looking for their instantiations in the world, it has 
been suggested that anthropologists use the world’s ‘messiness, 
contingency, and lack of an overarching coherence or meaning ... 
as a control for a broader abstract object of study’ (ibid.: 180). 
Authors such as Cook, Laidlaw and Mair (2009) have extended 
this critique of analytic holism, arguing that geographical factors, 
frequently salient in discussions of ‘the field’ as space and place, 
should be wholly discarded. They contend that in order to establish 
a field, anthropologists should not focus on geography but on the 
theoretical questions that guide their research.

Arguably, these debates have been helpful in their appeals to 
epistemological caution and their emphasis on the constructed 
nature of field-site boundaries (cf. Lazar 2008: 39–49). However, 
either in declaring the geographic aspects of a field site to be 
arbitrary in the sense of bearing no necessary relationship to the 
object of study or in declaring geography altogether obsolete in 
defining what ‘the field’ may be, they leave us with a fundamental 
question: Where and when are we in the field? If geography does 
not matter, then what are the main criteria that may allow us to 
define it – tentative and partial as such definitions will surely be.

On the basis of the observations made above, I understand ‘the 
field’ in this book as the times and spaces in which a socio-epistemic 
relationship between anthropologist and research subjects takes 
hold. While this relationship may be riddled with confusion and 
potential equivocation (Heywood 2015), this is the best guidance I 
have to know when and where I may have been in it. In my case this 
relationship was fundamentally marked by institutional affiliation, 
aesthetics and the widespread use of money as a communicative and 
exclusionary medium. If we were willing to conceive of the ‘field’ 
as the time and space of a specific socio-epistemic relationship, we 
might be able to grasp the degree to which the choice of it may or 
may not be arbitrary. The criteria for where, when and with whom 
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research will take place will certainly remain arbitrary in the very 
broad sense in which politics, kinship, economics or religion may 
be studied almost anywhere and at any time. However, as soon 
as anthropologists develop a more specific theoretical concern, 
for example an interest in the kinds of temporality that European 
service sector employees might develop, the fit between the time 
and space of research and the question it is supposed to answer will 
cease to be random.

Structure of this book

The following six chapters develop the argument that the work 
of consultants is primarily ‘abstract’ in nature. Chapter 1 is a 
background chapter that provides a short history of the consultancy 
sector, before outlining how management consultants fit in the 
forms of German class distinction. It argues that the economic 
success of management consultants follows an increasingly stark 
division between operational labour and management in large-
scale corporations. While this division constitutes the condition of 
possibility of management consulting, it does not explain the success 
of professionally provided consulting services in their current 
institutional form (either as part of free-standing consultancy 
companies or as a subset of services offered by large accounting 
firms). This is shown to originate in a long history of corporate 
financialization and state activity. The chapter makes reference to 
the autopoietic qualities of abstract labour, a theme that will arise 
again in Chapter 4.

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 describe three main products of consulting 
work, namely speed, power and knowledge. Chapter 2 shows that 
management consultants work on social relationships, as they are 
frequently hired to speed up corporate activity, whereby they act as 
one of the drivers of capitalist acceleration. Since speed is hard to 
sell directly, management consultants foster an intense temporality 
in the people they work with, one that foregrounds the temporal 
nature of all things and stresses temporal finitude. As part of selling 
speed, consultants need to develop this temporality themselves. 
Alienation here takes the form of ‘temporal angst’, that is, the feeling 
of being trapped in time, as well as a blindness to the long-lasting 
and the potentially infinite aspects of human existence. The chapter 
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shows that abstract labour, in its removal from physical production 
processes, lends itself to high-speed work and that it takes a strong 
toll on the bodies of the people involved.

Chapter 3 investigates how power operates in management 
consulting. It shows once more that in the projects that I have 
witnessed, consultants were not primarily ‘knowledge workers’ who 
dealt in providing information to clients. Instead, they frequently 
worked to create and foster the legitimacy of client managers. This 
was done by referring to two contradictory aspects of knowledge 
and by positioning themselves either as ‘insiders’ or as ‘outsiders’ 
of client companies. This made consultants socially liminal beings 
who ran the risk of being seen as a polluting other, a problem that 
drove their strong focus on rhetoric and partially explained their 
controversial role in society at large. The chapter foregrounds the 
lack of managerial legitimacy as one of the main tensions within 
large-scale corporations.

Chapter 4 describes the knowledge work that consultants carry 
out by examining how Microsoft Excel models are built, how their 
outcomes are translated into PowerPoint slides and how such slides 
are presented to clients. It argues that this labour is abstract in the 
sense that it confronts employees with the epistemic problem of not 
having a concrete referent against which to test the validity of their 
analyses. It is equally abstract in the sense of being fundamentally 
opaque, a quality that arises from the consultants’ seamless mixture 
of rhetoric and episteme. The end of the chapter outlines why the 
notion of the absurd may be a useful heuristic for the study of 
Western elites.

Chapters 5 and 6 investigate the consultants’ motivations for 
submitting with surprising willingness to an intense and highly 
abstract labour regime. Chapter 5 argues that in situations of 
constant epistemic, emotional and affective detachment, the 
self becomes a principal site onto which labour is exerted and 
that consultants consider corporations as primary sites of self-
improvement. However, this focus on the self stands in stark 
contrast to their existence as commodities. Consulting companies 
deal with the tension between these two aspects of personhood by 
trying to align them via a number of ‘moralistic technologies’, an 
attempt that is only partially successful.

Chapter 6 establishes that abstract labour lends itself to the 
construction and use of ‘profitable uncertainty’. It is brought about 
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by postulating potential worlds, insisting on the freedom of certain 
economic subjects and assuming that their actions could have 
a relevant influence on the world. ‘Profitable uncertainty’ is here 
described as a pervasive condition held to apply to client companies, 
as well as to consultants themselves. The chapter ends by describing 
the uncontrollable excess which accompanies it.

The conclusion further refines the nature of abstract labour by 
comparing the work of German management consultants to that of 
British social anthropologists, whom I had studied for 12 months 
between 2015 and 2016. It points out three fundamental differences 
between the two, namely the purposes of both kinds of labour, the 
ways in which they create and overcome their abstract nature and 
the time frames under which they operate. Its overarching argument 
is that German management consultants subsume critique to the 
purposes of business, while anthropologists are in the business of 
critique.
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